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KERALA STATA BIODIVERSITY BOARD
rt.03.2020

No. A1/1691/2019/KSBB

NOTIFICATION
THE KERALA STATE BIODIVERSITY BOARD REQUIRES PROJECT FELLOW IN
WAYANAD DISTRICT

Kerala State Biodiversity Board

is involved in

conservation

of biodiversity, its

sustainable use and equitable sharing of benefits of its commercial use. KSBB ensures the above

activities by having a team of dedicated environment and nature loving Project Fellows. These
Project Fellows expected to go to various LSGS within their district and ensure that no harm is
caused to biodiversity, BMCs are engaging in conserving local biodiversity, schools and colleges
are becoming aware

of importance of biodiversity and participating in biodiversity conservation

activities, etc. This contracV assignment

will be purely project specific and temporary

and

initially only for a period of one year, extendable on the basis of performance. Details of vacancy
exists are mentioned below:

Project Fellow (Community Mobilizer): Wayanad District -1 Post
(Candidates who reside in \ilayanad district need only apply)

Remirneration
Age

limit

Essential

: 15000/-consolidated/month (including monthly allowdnce)

:45 years

Qualification

:Graduate Degree in Sociology/BSWGraduation in Biological
Science having MSW or Post Graduation

Desirable

in Sociology

: Post Graduation in Sociology/IvlSW or higher
subjects

will be given preference.

experience in the relevant field

will

degrees

in

such

Those who have 1-2 years'
be preferred.

3
No TA and DA will be provided for attending the interview.

Qualified candidates may apply in prescribed PROFORMA (attached) with copy of certificates

to prove age, qualilication, experiencer copy of PAII and Aadhaar on or before 2G03-2020
at 5:00 p.m. Only hard copy of the application will be accepted and the name of post for which
th.

e candidate is applied for must be specified in the application. The project involves strenuous

field work. Those who are interested in environment and biodiversity conservation and prepared
for exte,nsive field work need only apply. Shortlisted candidates will be called for the written test
and

interview. Applications must be addressed to:

The Member Secretary,
Kerala Sfate Biodiversity Board
Kailasam,T .C.4 | 167 9 (l),
Belhaven Gardens, Kowdiar P.O.,
Thiruvananthapuram -695003

Member Secretarv
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